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BioMaths Challenges
How to build confidence?

"The same part of the brain that 

responds to fearful situations, such as

seeing a spider or snake, also shows a 

heightened response in children

with high math anxiety,"

Dr Vinod Menon, Stanford professor of   

psychiatry and behavioral sciences, on a recent 

study of MRI in 7-9 year olds published in 

Pyschological Science 23(5): 492-501.

From Koenig, JA. A survey of the mathematics 

landscape within bioscience undergraduate and 

postgraduate UK higher education (2011). 

Does lack of  confidence in their 
maths ability constrain your students 
(or your colleagues) acquiring the 
skills they need to be biologists (or 
teach biology)? 
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Breakout Groups

• What are you doing? Do you take any 
measures specifically targeted at building 
student confidence / anxiety? Are these 
measures at an individual or course level?

• Is it working? Do your measures work? 
How do you know?

• What would you like to do? Is there 
anything you’d like to try? What’s stopping 
you?

Fundamentals of Data Handling
(a “service” module)

• Failure rates of 
30% and over

• Student confidence 
and motivation 
damaged

• Ramifications 
throughout 
programme

Transition

• Move to model favoured by biologists 
1997/8 (lectures & tutorials; using SPSS & 
Excel)

• Renamed Biomeasurement; First taught 
jointly then just by biologists

• Finally Biomeasurement got a biology 
coding in 1999/2000

6125MSB-BM1998/9

8140MSB-BM1997/8

29156MSB-FDH1996/7

26134MSB-FDH1995/6
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Success!
Key features of Biomeasurement module

• Context specific, 
theory-light & example 
driven

• Lectures reinforced by 
active learning in 
tutorials

• Wide staff involvement 
(& postgraduate 
student involvement)



Essential ingredients

• Commitment of 
resources

• Staff have to be 
“on board”

• Suitable teaching 
material


